
 

 

I love Science! I have ever since I was a little girl. And 

now, as a mom of 3, I love that I get to experience 

Science through the eyes of my children. Of course they 

make it a ton of fun because, every time we do a simple 

Science experiment, their minds get blown! And then 

they look at me like I am the coolest mom in the 

world!!! 

In my “Coolest Mom In The World” speech, I would 

definitely have to thank The Young Scientist Club! 

Especially their new Clifford The Big Red Dog®  and 

The Magic School Bus® themed kits! 

From tornados to bubbles to exploding volcanos, kids 

will get hands-on to learn about different scientific 

properties, ideas and phenomenons with some of their 

favorite characters! Each of these kits come with the 

needed “science” materials and you’ll just need to 

supply a few basic things like baking soda, dish soap, 

etc, depending on your kit. 

Putting my Science-geeky-loving self aside, what I 

absolutely adore about these kids is that they are so easy 

for kids and parents to use! Simple step by step 

instructions walk you through each experiment, telling 

you which items you’ll be using and the outcome to 

expect (aka. what mess to expect). And each kit comes with a variety of experiments! If your little one isn’t so keen on making slime, 

no worries! They may enjoy creating their own crystals or animal prints instead! You get to pick and choose which experiments to do! 

Having a variety of experiments in each kit also means you’re getting more value for your money! For example, Clifford’s Kitchen 

Science kit includes 14 different activities!! And many of these activities you can try again and again! So, looking ahead to those 

fabulous Summer months — I now have these fun Science lessons and experiments the kids and I can do each day on Summer 

vacation! 

One more really great thing about The Young Scientist Club kits — each experiment or activity comes with an explanation! {I hear 

your huge sigh of relief!} So, when your child starts to ask “why?“ and “how?“, you can, once again, blow their mind with the 

explanation that you just so happen to know! This might just escalate you to “Coolest Mom In The Universe”!!! 

Watching the expressions on my girls’ faces when that test tube started to bubble over was priceless! I cannot wait to see their faces 

when we do more of these experiments!!! 

Be sure to check out these five new kits, officially added to the line of Young Scientist Club kits this Spring, as you begin to look 

ahead to Summer and keep learning all Summer long! 

Young Scientist Club kits :: $19.99 – $39.99 

connect with Young Scientists Club ::  
“Like” them on Facebook 

Tweet with @TYSclub 

Pin your favorite experiments from TYSclub 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/staceysays/8693715365/
http://www.theyoungscientistsclub.com/
http://www.theyoungscientistsclub.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Young-Scientists-Club/170174354854
https://twitter.com/TYSclub
http://pinterest.com/tysclub/

